Rollator User
Manual

Dear Customer
Thank you for your purchase of our Zoom rollator.
Please find the following instrutions for use and product specifications.
We wish you all the best with your new rollator.

Product Specifications
The Zoom walker has been designed to assist the user to walk, rest and carry small items
of shopping for both indoor and outdoor use on flat surfaces by a single individual with
limited mobility with a maximum weight as shown below.
It is important that the user reads and understands the safety advice given within this
manual before attempting to operate the product to avoid possible injury to the user or
bystanders and avoid damage to the wheeled walker or surrounding property.

SUMMARY
The Zoom rollator has been manufactured from high quality materials, aluminum frame,
PP, nylon seat, Polyester bag and locking brake. The handles are adjustable in height and
the wheeled walker folds easily for transport or storage.
The Zoom rollator has been designed to assist the user to walk, rest and carry small items
of shopping for both indoor and outdoor use on flat surfaces by a single individual with
limited mobility with a maximum weight as shown below.
The Zoom rollator has been tested according to BS ENISO 11199-2:2005

Zoom Specifications
Overall Length
Overall Width
Folded Width
Handle Height (Max)
Handle Height (Min)
Seat Width
Seat Height
Seat Depth
User Weight (Max)
Total Weight
Wheels

720 mm (28 in.)
640 mm (25 in.)
270 mm (11 in.)
880 mm (35 in.)
780 mm (31 in.)
480 mm (19 in.)
560 mm (22 in.)
200 mm (8 in.)
21 st. (135 kg)
5.45 kg
200 mm (8 in.) Punchure Proof

Parts Description

1.

Hand Grip

2.

Back Rest

3.

Brake Lever

4.

Pull Strap For Folding

5.

Seat

6.

Handle Tightening Knob

7.

Rollator Bag

8.

Rear Wheel

9.

Sick Holder

10.

Front Wheel

Assembly & User Instructions

1. Remove all packaging and set-out parts.

2. Inserting Front & Rear Wheels:
Install front and rear wheel sets as shown below.

Put the rear wheel set
tube into frame and make
sure the spring ball has
egaged (poped out).

Put the front wheel set
tube into frame and
make sure the spring
ball has enaged
(poped out).

3. Opening Rollator:
To open the rollator, push down on either side of the cross bars as shown below.
You should feel both sides ‘click 'into position.
To open rollator push down seat on
either side of cross bars.

WARNING!
Be carefull not to trap fingers when pushing down seat.

4. Inserting the Handles:
Insert the Handles as shown and push down to the required height. Use the
tightening knobs provided to secure in place at the desired height.

5. Folding the Rollator
To fold the rollator pull up the strap in the middle of the seat as shown below.

To fold rollator pull up the
nylon strap in the center of
the seat.

Note: As shown below a band is supplied to hold rollator together in folded postion.

6. Rollator Bag:
Attach the bag to the rollator by placiing the bag hoops over the two bag hangers
postioned at the front of the seat as shown. Place the two velcro bag straps
around the rollator frame to secure the lower section of the bag.

Hook the two bag hoops
over the bag hangers.

Velcro bag straps
strapped around the
rollator frame.

7. Back Strap:
Before using the rollator check that the back strap frame bolts are securely
tightened and that the velcro straps are secure.

8. Stick Holder:
Attached to the rollator is a stick holder. Place your stick into the stick holder as
shown and secure stick by using the velcro strap attached to the back rest.

9. Handle Height Adjustment:
To adjust the handle height up or down, undo the tightening knob and adjust the
height. Tighten the knob back up making sure the handles are secure and level.

10. Braking:
For braking while moving, pull both brake levers upwards as shown and always
brake slowly and steadily.

11. Locking the Brakes (Parking Position):
Press both brake levers down to apply and lock the brakes while the rollator is
stationary.

WARNING!

Regulary Test The Brakes

12. Sitting on Rollator:
Before sitting lock the brakes into the parking position and make sure the rollator is
on an even and firm surface and will not slide or topple over. Sit straight up and
never lean backwards.
WARNING!

NEVER MOVE ROLLATOR WHILE SEATED

WARNING!

ALWAYS APPLY PARKING BRAKES BEFORE SITTING

Maintenance and other
1. Do not use strong corrosive cleaners to clean or polish surface. This could damage
rollator.
2. Store in dry location.
3. Be careful when folding and unfolding rollator to avoid injury by mechanism.
4. Always apply brakes when in stationary position or when seated on rollator.
5. Do not hang bags or other items from handles – this will add stress to the rollator and
could also make it un-stable.

One Rehab Ltd: info@onerehab.co.uk

